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Abstract
Welfare state reform in times of austerity is notoriously difficult because most citizens oppose retrenchment of social benefits. Governments, thus, tend to combine cutbacks with selective benefit expansions, thereby creating trade-offs: to secure new advantages, citizens must accept painful cutbacks. Prior research has been unable to assess the effectiveness of compensating components in restrictive welfare reforms. We provide novel evidence on feasible reform strategies by applying conjoint survey analysis to a highly realistic direct democratic setting of multidimensional welfare state reform. Drawing on an original survey of Swiss citizens’ attitudes toward comprehensive pension reform, we empirically demonstrate that built-in trade-offs strongly enhance the prospects of restrictive welfare reforms. Our findings indicate that agency matters: governments and policy makers can and must grant the right compensations to the relevant opposition groups to overcome institutional inertia.
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Introduction

The European welfare state is one of the major social and political achievements of the 20th-century postwar era. It has supported democratic stability and has allowed for the shielding of most citizens throughout Europe from the main risks of income loss and poverty, such as sickness, old age, and unemployment. At the beginning of the 21st century, however, European welfare states have come under heavy political pressure because demographic and economic structural change call for financial consolidation or even retrenchment of welfare benefits (Huber & Stephens, 2001; Pierson, 2001b). At the same time, new social risks and economic grievances have increased social demands on the welfare state (Bonoli, 2005; Pierson, 2001b). Beyond the need for financial stabilization, the sustainability of welfare states also depends on their capacity for adaptation. For these reasons, understanding the reform capacity of welfare states has become a key topic in comparative politics (Brooks & Manza, 2008; Esping-Andersen, 1999; Gingrich, 2014; Hacker, 2004; Häusermann, 2010; Hemerijck, 2013; Huber & Stephens, 2001, 2015; Immergut, Anderson, & Schulze, 2007; Kuhnle, 2002; Lindvall, 2017; Palier, 2010; Pierson, 2001b; Rehm, Hacker, & Schlesinger, 2012). All these studies show that—despite strong functional pressure for welfare reform—the financial consolidation of major welfare programs and their adaptation to new social demands are highly conflictual politically because institutional feedback processes create endogenous stabilizers for existing welfare state programs (Pierson, 2000). These endogenous stabilizers entail both functional and political costs of policy change for elites and voters (Pierson, 2001a).

Hence, key institutional stabilization mechanisms of welfare states are based on citizens’ preferences and public opinion: reforms are difficult either because citizens protest against cutbacks (in the electoral or nonelectoral arena), or because elites fear the repercussions of reforms and use different blame-avoidance strategies (Vis, 2016). Several studies (Cox, 2001; Giger & Nelson, 2011) show that not all retrenchment is equally unpopular. Particularly where risks are concentrated (e.g., unemployment, see Rehm et al., 2012) public opinion may support rather than oppose cost containment. However, public opinion is clearly opposed to cutbacks when it comes to “life cycle risks” (Jensen, 2012) such as health, old age, and education. Therefore, the key question for welfare state research in the 21st century has become under what conditions existing social benefits can be cut back in the context of public opinion opposing such cutbacks. The main answer to this question in the welfare state literature is that significant welfare reform is possible when governments manage to diffuse resistance by compensating (potential) opponents. A great number of empirical studies have established such political exchange as a key mechanism of current welfare reform politics, especially
in power-sharing political systems (Bonoli, 2000; Häusermann, 2010; Huber & Stephens, 2015; Knotz & Lindvall, 2015; Levy, 1999; Lindvall, 2017; Natali & Rhodes, 2004; Pierson, 2001b). Their findings imply that unpopular reforms need to be counterbalanced to be viable politically. If a reform contains both contested as well as popular elements, individuals and collective actors are confronted with a trade-off: while they reject the reform based on the cutbacks, they may be interested in the reform being adopted based on the compensating aspects. Eventually, citizens may support the overall package despite their opposition to certain parts of the reform. The aggregate support for the reform will depend on the relative importance individuals or social groups attribute to the different elements of the reform. This argument has prominently brought agency back into a literature that had become predominantly focused on mechanisms of institutional path-dependency and stability: If it is true that governments can skillfully “design” reforms in a way that secures sufficient popular support, then the room for politics and choice is reestablished.

However, despite the theoretical prominence of the compensation argument, prior research has to date been unable to assess the impact of compensating expansive reform elements on attitudes toward restrictive welfare reforms because such reforms are multidimensional. In other words, we do not have empirical knowledge about the effectiveness of different kinds of compensation strategies. Who needs to be compensated and which groups are (most) receptive to compensations? The reason for this lack of research on the microfoundations of welfare reform is that standard survey data do not provide information on preferences regarding multidimensional policy reforms. As a consequence, all we can do is infer the effectiveness of compensations ex post facto and indirectly (e.g., via electoral outcomes; Giger & Nelson, 2013) after unpopular reform elements have been implemented. However, this kind of backward induction implies that we can never test the mechanism of compensation itself, and neither can we empirically identify the relative effectiveness of different compensation strategies.

In this article, we introduce experimental conjoint survey analysis to study the political dynamics of compensation in welfare reform. Conjoint analysis prompts respondents to choose between different policy packages rather than simply asking about support for different specific measures. The packages contain diverse reform elements, both elements of retrenchment and compensation, and, therefore, allow us to study the respective contribution of each individual reform element to overall support in the context of multidimensional welfare reform.

Our empirical case is the most recent pension reform in Switzerland, a reform process that entails different compensation strategies in the one social policy field—old-age pensions—where benefit retrenchment and financial
consolidation are the least popular (Jensen, 2012). Switzerland provides an ideal context for studying social policy preferences because citizens have the possibility of asking for a vote on major welfare reforms in direct democratic referenda. Hence, we are able to study preferences for welfare retrenchment and compensation in a highly realistic setting.

We find that, while pension retrenchment quite dramatically reduces support for a reform, compensation via recalibrating (i.e., the adaptation of social policies to changed family patterns and employment biographies) and targeting elements (i.e., retrenchment is combined with benefit expansions for lower-income beneficiaries) can counterbalance the cost of cutbacks. Generally, retrenching reform packages that include compensation generate more support than reform proposals including very weak or no compensation. This finding holds for all respondents, even those who do not perceive a very high reform pressure. With regard to specific social groups, our results show that targeted pension improvements and recalibrating reform elements effectively increase support among low-income earners and women, their main beneficiaries. Moreover, the findings also point to a stronger effect of ideology (partisanship) on preferences for specific compensation strategies compared with socioeconomic determinants. Overall, we conclude that compensating elements, especially recalibration, effectively enhance the prospects of restrictive welfare reforms.

Our findings are relevant beyond the Swiss context because even in countries where reforms are not voted on at the polls, governments and political parties are sensitive to public opinion, and citizens can challenge and even veto unpopular and unbalanced reforms via protest, strikes, and other forms of direct involvement. And while the direct democratic scenario obviously introduces a relatively high degree of factual detail in the reform proposals that respondents were asked to evaluate, we made sure to include in our survey only reform issues that were highly politicized and visible in the public debate (i.e., which would most likely also raise debates in other contexts).

**Theory: The Politics of Trade-Offs in Welfare State Reform**

Compensation and political exchange play a key role in today’s welfare reform capacity. This argument is largely uncontested in the welfare state literature (Bonoli & Natali, 2012; Huber & Stephens, 2015; Knotz & Lindvall, 2015; Lindvall, 2017). Of course, there are specific institutional and political circumstances in which even harsh cutbacks can be imposed by governments, for example, when power is undivided and governments do not fear the electoral
backlash (Kitschelt, 2001) or when retrenchment affects either a small group that bears concentrated risks (Jensen, 2012) or social groups that are considered “undeserving” (Van Oorschot, 2006). But when it comes to the established central pillars of the welfare state on which the financial stability of the entire regime ultimately depends—and old-age pensions are the prime example of those—such unilateral, uncompensated cutbacks have turned out to be politically unviable (Häusermann, 2010; Jensen, 2012; Pierson, 2001b; Vail, 2010). The main reason uncompensated pension cutbacks are unviable is that existing benefits have very strong support among a broad majority of the citizens, and thus the defenders of existing benefit levels and benefit structures have political visibility and clout, both in the public debates and in organized politics. In a recent study, Busemeyer and Garritzmann (2017) confirmed that when confronted with trade-offs between several desirable goals, people were particularly unwilling to accept cutbacks in pension benefits. In other words, compensating the opponents of a reform is crucial for a government that wants to cut back pension benefits.

The unpopularity of pension cutbacks is strongly reflected in our survey. About 60% of the respondents claim that lower benefits are “not acceptable.” Refusal is high (above 50%) throughout the sample, even among upper-income classes and across the political spectrum. However, some groups stand out in their opposition. On one hand, more vulnerable sociostructural categories (lower income earners and women) are particularly opposed to lower benefits. On the other hand, party affiliation matters: voters of the far right and the left are the main opponents of cutbacks. The opposition among left voters is generally a more serious threat to cost-saving reforms because the far right in Switzerland promotes lower taxes and market liberalism (Bornschier, 2015) and is, therefore, very unlikely to challenge pension retrenchment despite the more skeptical stance of its voters. The left, in contrast, has a history of challenging any retrenchment in direct democratic referenda.

Existing research has conceptualized and observed different kinds of compensation, which can be grouped into three strategies, based on the specific sociopolitical groups that are compensated. First, opponents can be compensated via targeting, that is, retrenchment is combined with benefit expansions for lower-income beneficiaries. The negative effects of cutbacks are thereby mitigated for the most vulnerable, usually through the strengthening of means-tested aspects of the social policy schemes (for examples of pension and labor market reforms in Continental and Southern Europe, see Knotz & Lindvall, 2015; Rhodes, 2001). Targeting is supposed to foster support for the reform among the direct beneficiaries of targeted expansions (i.e., the lower-income voters) as well as among left-wing voters who are opposed to greater inequality.
The second compensation strategy is **recalibration**. Recalibration links benefit cutbacks to welfare state “updating” (Pierson, 2001b), that is, the adaptation of social policies to changed family patterns and employment biographies. Improving social benefits for part-time workers, decoupling rights from marital status, and granting social benefits for childcare duties are typical examples of recalibrating compensation (e.g., in the area of pension policy in various European countries, see Bonoli, 2000; Häusermann, 2010; Immergut et al., 2007; Palier, 2010). Recalibration benefits mostly women and more generally people with discontinuous employment biographies. It is presumed to find support among those groups and among advocates of universalistic, gender-egalitarian social policies more generally.

Finally, the third strategy of compensation involves combining benefit cutbacks with **increased revenues** for social security to bolster the financial stability of social security in the longer run and to share the burden between both sides of expenditures and revenues (e.g., of contribution increases as a reform strategy in many countries in continental Europe, see Palier, 2010). Even though contribution increases (particularly through pay-roll taxes or VAT [value-added tax]) also represent a cost to voters, we still consider them a compensation strategy, as balancing financial consolidation between taxes and expenditures has been a long-standing claim of the left in many countries. Hence, this compensation strategy should bolster support for the reform, particularly among left-wing voters.

In this article, we test the effect of including such compensations on overall support for a reform package that contains unpopular retrenchment. Before developing more specific expectations, we state a first general hypothesis (H1) that compensation does increase popular support for welfare reform. More specifically (in terms of an observable implication), we expect to find that reform packages, even though they may contain elements that are strongly contested on their own, will nevertheless receive majority support when compensating measures are included. One may ask if this mechanism applies only to citizens who agree with the premise that cutbacks are necessary. Citizens who do not believe in the necessity of hard choices and trade-offs may reject any retrenching reform, irrespective if it contains compensations or not. If that was indeed the case, our argument would only hold within the scope condition of this premise. Our survey allows us to empirically address this question below. However, on a theoretical basis, there are grounds to think that elements of compensation may be effective in fostering support among all citizens: targeting, recalibration, and increased revenues are not simply limitations on cutbacks, but they are policy reform elements on their own. In other words: if compensation was simply a watering down of cutbacks for some categories, we would not expect them to enhance support among those who deem
cutbacks non-necessary in the first place. However, as compensation elements affect support on distinct dimensions, they have their own value and meaning, (to some extent) independently from the cutbacks.

Related to this, the more specific question, of course, concerns which compensation strategy is effective among which voters. To motivate our hypotheses, we rely on recent research on the relevance of material approaches for the explanation of social policy preferences. Although the overall evidence on this link is mixed (Mutz, 1998), recent studies have found strong support for a link between the probability of an individual to become a recipient of a social benefit and her propensity to support this benefit (Rehm, 2016), especially in the context of mature welfare states (Busemeyer & Neimanns, 2017). In other words, while ideological or predispositional determinants matter most for attitudes regarding the overall level of social spending and distributive principles, material interest is indeed relevant when it comes to explaining preferences regarding the specific distribution and design of benefits. Given that targeting, recalibration, and increasing tax revenues are directed toward lower-income voters, women, and left-wing voters, respectively, we will thus study the impact of income, gender, and partisanship on reform support. We expect people with lower incomes to be particularly responsive to targeting (H2) and women to be particularly responsive to recalibration (H3). In other words, we expect targeting to contribute to the support for a reform package among lower-income people, and we expect recalibration to increase the support for a reform among women. In addition, we expect voters of left parties to be particularly responsive to recalibration, targeting, and increased revenues (H4) because all of these compensation strategies address key concerns of left-wing political programs (i.e., the correction of inequalities, societal modernization, and equal burden-sharing).

**Case Selection, Experimental Design, Data, and Estimation Methods**

**Pension Retrenchment in a Direct Democratic Context**

We test the effects of different compensation strategies in the field of pension policy reform in Switzerland. This case provides us with an ideal real-world setting to study welfare reform attitudes.

Pension reform is the prime example of a welfare policy in which reform is constrained by public opinion because mature pension regimes in the developed OECD countries feature precisely the endogenous institutional feedback effects that account for widespread opposition against retrenchment. Hence, pension policy is most likely the area in which political exchange and
compensation are key conditions for reform success (Immergut et al., 2007). Pension policy is also an ideal policy area for comparing the various compensation strategies because old-age income protection relies on a range of different distributive principles (Palier, 2010; Pierson, 2001b). Basic pension schemes provide opportunities for targeting reforms. Earnings-related occupational pensions generally lead to pension differentials between men and women. Moreover, this gender bias has entailed new social risks for women that create a need for recalibration. Finally, most countries finance public pensions through contributions or taxes, which implies that governments can indeed rebalance pension finances either via reduced benefits or via increased revenues.

We acknowledge that old age pension policy is a field for which our argument regarding the effectiveness of compensations may apply more aptly than to other fields. Because substantial cuts are difficult to nuance and, therefore, affect a wide share of the public, they tend to be highly visible and politically salient. At the same time, old age pension systems provide ample grounds for compensation of particular groups. If cuts could indeed be obscured and hidden from the public, compensation would of course be less relevant. One may think that expenditure cuts in services (e.g., health) may be more easily obscured. In that sense, the visibility of cuts is a scope condition for our argument, as it presupposes that actors politicize cutbacks.

Switzerland provides an ideal empirical setting for studying policy reform attitudes because survey respondents are confronted with a realistic task. Because Switzerland is a semidirect democracy, major pension reforms are usually subject to a direct democratic referendum. Therefore, most respondents have evaluated policy trade-offs and compensations in the past. Indeed, over the past 25 years, Swiss voters have been called to the polls no less than 7 times to vote on pension reform (Häusermann, 2010). These context conditions improve the external validity of our experimental findings because the survey puts respondents in a real-world situation.

To further improve the validity of our findings, we study reform attitudes with regard to an actual policy reform process rather than asking respondents about abstract or hypothetical preferences, as is usually done in similar surveys. Measuring preferences without putting them in a relevant real-life context can create distortion for various framing or confounding effects (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2001). The most recent Swiss pension reform (entitled “Altersvorsorge 2020”) provides the perfect example of a policy reform that was aimed primarily at financial consolidation but that was supposed to foster popular support by compensation. The government’s explicit aim in this reform was to secure the financial stability of the pension regime until at least 2030. To this effect, the government proposed in 2014 to raise the retirement
age for women and to lower general pensions as well as widows’ pensions. Combined, these two measures would reduce expenditures massively by almost 6%. The estimated savings by 2030 compared with the current annual expenditure of the system are presented in Online Appendix B in the supplementary information. To mitigate the effects of such retrenchment and to foster popular support for the reform, the government also proposed several expansive elements to be included in the same reform. Table 1 provides an overview of the most important, visible, and politicized reform elements in the government proposal and theorizes them in the terms developed above. It is important to notice, however, that despite the compensating elements, the overall effect of the reform would still have been to reduce spending. Even if the proposed retrenchment were compensated at the maximum rate, the proposed reform would still have curbed expenditures by at least 2.5%.

The Experimental Design

Studying the “politics of trade-offs” requires that we identify the relative importance of different reform elements. When a reform package contains both, elements that a voter rejects and, elements that he or she favors, the voter will perform an (implicit) balancing of the relative preference importance, which eventually determines whether he or she supports or rejects the reform package as a whole. Standard surveys do not allow us to measure relative preference importance (for a similar critique, see Busemeyer & Garritzmann, 2017). Generally, support levels are very high for expansive social policies and very low for retrenchment. However, from this information, we cannot evaluate public opinion about actual welfare state reforms as these reforms are usually multidimensional. In addition, standard survey questions (even if they ask about priorities) artificially separate attitudes toward individual elements of policy change. However, in actual preferences concerning reforms, these elements are linked, and a voter may evaluate a measure differently depending on the other elements of the reform. Therefore, a standard random utility model that infers overall utility from several separately measured components is unable to estimate overall utility correctly (Horiuchi, Smith, & Yamamoto, 2018).

We used conjoint survey analysis as a more appropriate tool to analyze current welfare politics because it precisely prompts respondents to choose between different policy packages. It is, therefore, perfectly suited to examine individual preferences in the context of multidimensional reforms. Moreover, the conjoint design has been shown to approximate real-world decisions more closely than vignette designs (Hainmueller, Hangartner, & Yamamoto, 2015). Conjoint designs have a long history in psychology, marketing, and sociology (Green,
Krieger, & Wind, 2001; Wallander, 2009), but they have only recently started to be used in political science, with a few pioneering studies showing the substantial value for political science research questions (Ballard-Rosa, Martin, & Scheve, 2017; Bechtel, Genovese, & Scheve, 2017; Bechtel, Hainmueller, & Margalit, 2014; Gallego & Marx, 2017; Hainmueller & Hopkins, 2014) and providing methodological support for applications in political science (Hainmueller et al., 2015; Hainmueller, Hopkins, & Yamamoto, 2014).

### Table 1. The Swiss Pension Reform “Altersvorsorge 2020.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reform elements</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Goal of the reform elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pension cutbacks second pillar</td>
<td>The conversion rate denotes the rate at which the capitalized old-age savings in the second pillar are calculated into annual pension benefits. Currently, this rate is 6.8%. The bill proposed a reduction to 6%.</td>
<td>Retrenchment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutbacks in widows’ pensions</td>
<td>Switzerland has generous widows’ pensions for all married women below the age of 64 years. The reform proposal suggested that in the future, only widows with dependent children should receive such a pension.</td>
<td>Retrenchment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in age of retirement</td>
<td>Currently, the age of retirement in Switzerland is 65 years for men and 64 years for women. The reform proposed to equalize the retirement age for both men and women at 65 years. Right-wing parties demanded a further increase to 67 years.</td>
<td>Retrenchment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidies for early retirement</td>
<td>Currently, early retirement implies a significantly lower pension level (linear cutbacks proportional to the years of early retirement). The bill proposed to subsidize early retirement for low-income workers.</td>
<td>Compensation: Targeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended eligibility, second pillar</td>
<td>The second pillar of occupational pensions in Switzerland insures only incomes above approximately 24,000 CHF/year. This is detrimental to workers who work part-time or combine several part-time contracts. As part-time work is very predominantly female in Switzerland, this issue affects mainly women. The reform bill proposed to lower the access threshold, so that about 150,000 women would be newly insured.</td>
<td>Compensation: Recalibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased revenues (VAT)</td>
<td>Pensions in Switzerland are financed by about 75% via payroll contributions. In addition, the government contributes to financing with revenues from income taxation and from VAT. The government suggested increasing the amount of VAT earmarked for the basic pension system.</td>
<td>Compensation: Increased revenues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VAT** = value-added tax.
We designed and implemented our experiment as follows: First, we specified the core elements of the reform package (six in total, see Table 1) and different values for each reform element (levels). To give an example, the element “Increase in age of retirement” can take three levels: (a) Status quo: no increase, (b) increase by 1 year for women, (c) increase to 67 years for both, men and women (see Table 2 for all possible levels of each reform element).

The definition of reform elements and levels is, obviously, key for both the internal and external validity of the experiment. In our case, we identified six core elements of the ongoing reform and we defined three levels for each element, according to the same principle: status quo, government proposal, claims to go beyond the government proposal. Table 2 shows the design. It was important for us to include only levels that are realistic and that were actually discussed in the public debate, which is why we defined only two levels for recalibration. One downside of the realistic setting for our survey could be that respondents compare the hypothetical packages not only between themselves, but also to the “real” one. However, our survey was fielded before the parliament had discussed and decided on the reform, that is, before a fully defined reform proposal was present in the public debate. Also, the robustness survey that we fielded 1 year later (see section “Robustness Checks”)—during a time when the debate about the full, real reform proposal was ongoing—showed no signs of this change affecting the findings.

In a next step, reform packages were generated randomly. They contained the whole set of reform elements (in random order) and a random selection of levels for each reform element. Survey respondents were then presented with two hypothetical reform packages to compare and evaluate. More specifically, they were asked to indicate (a) which of the two reform packages they preferred (the “choice” variable) and (b) how likely they would be to support each of the two reform packages individually in a popular referendum (the “ranking variable” see Online Appendix A for a screenshot of the conjoint survey). Through randomization and a high number of such pairwise comparisons, this empirical strategy allows us to identify (and quantify) the causal effect of including specific levels of individual reform elements (e.g., increase in age of retirement for women by 1 year) on the support for the entire reform package, compared with the support for a reform package that contains the baseline level (status quo) of this particular reform element. In other words, this allows us to estimate the effect a deviation in one reform element from the status quo has ceteris paribus on the support for the whole reform package.

Each respondent compared five pairs of hypothetical reform packages, and had to make a decision between the two of them before being able to continue the survey. All respondents were also forced to indicate their level
of support for each reform package in a hypothetical referendum. Our design resulted in more than 18,000 choices and ratings (1,873 respondents $\times$ 5 comparison $\times$ 2 reform packages) of randomly generated reform packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reform elements</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Goal of the reform elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pension cutbacks, second pillar</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>No cuts (6.8% conversion rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Cutbacks; balance the lowering of pension levels by having people contribute more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Beyond government</td>
<td>Cutbacks; no balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutbacks in widows’ pensions</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>All widows below 64 years eligible for benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Only widows with children $&lt;16$ years old would be eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Beyond government</td>
<td>Stepwise abolishment of widows’ pensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in age of retirement</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>64 years for women, 65 years for men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Increase for women by 1 year: 65 years for both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Beyond government</td>
<td>Stepwise increase for both men and women to 67 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidies for early retirement</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>Early retirement allowed, but with linear cutback in the benefit level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Early retirement subsidized for lower-income earners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Beyond government</td>
<td>Early retirement subsidized for all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended eligibility, second pillar</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>No change; only people earning $&gt;24,000$ CHF/year are eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Extend access for people with lower incomes and part-time workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased revenues (VAT)</td>
<td>1: Status quo</td>
<td>No increase in VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Government proposal</td>
<td>Increase VAT by maximum 1.5 percentage points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Beyond government</td>
<td>Increase VAT by maximum 3 percentage points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\text{VAT} = \text{value-added tax.}$
Given the complexity of the task, two concerns regarding internal and external validity need to be addressed: the specificity of the elements and levels and respondent fatigue. Regarding the specificity of the levels, one may first ask if the reform elements we included were so specific that they limited the external validity of the findings because it would be unrealistic to assume that citizens would know about specific reform elements in other countries. We suggest that our findings do apply beyond the context of Switzerland because public opinion and debate about welfare reform is always specific and focused on particular measures (e.g., Articolo 18 in Italian labor law or fixed-term contracts [CDD] in France—two highly specific elements that became decisive elements of political contestation). Beyond this general observation, we have taken several measures to ensure that we include only those reform elements that were actually politicized and visible. We defined reform elements and levels based on the government report accompanying the reform proposal as well as on empirical analyses of the key elements in previous pension reforms and pension votes. We then discussed our design with public servants from the Federal Office of Social Insurances (i.e., the competent administrative office). Furthermore, we implemented both a qualitative pretest of respondents as well as a quantitative pretest of 150 students. Finally, we verified that all reform elements and their levels (including even the more technical ones) were discussed prominently in the media, based on data from the FOEG media observatory. Based on this procedure, we feel confident that despite the task being specific, it adequately reflected opinion formation on this reform in the public.

The second concern regarding the complexity of the reform elements and levels is whether only highly sophisticated voters/respondents would understand the reform proposals and be able to interpret them as retrenchment/compensation or whether less sophisticated voters would answer randomly or react to obfuscation rather than to compensation. This is a concern that we addressed empirically first, by cross-validating our conjoint findings with simpler direct questions; second, by controlling for education and empirically comparing the consistency in the answers of high- and low-education respondents; and third, by comparing the coefficient sizes of the more technical and the more straightforward elements (to test for obfuscation). The findings of these robustness tests (Online Appendix F) confirm that the levels and the survey task were understood consistently. We discuss the findings of the robustness test in more detail in the “Robustness Checks” section.

Regarding respondent fatigue after the first tasks, we contained this risk in three ways: First, as already mentioned, we performed extensive quantitative pretests (with students) as well as qualitative pretests in which respondents were observed via camera while they filled in the questionnaire (the respondents had been asked to articulate their thought-process
while responding). This pretest helped us design the most helpful instructions for all five paired comparisons. Second, we measured time stamps throughout the survey, to detect and exclude respondents who clicked through the comparisons too quickly (less than 3% of the respondents). Finally, we estimated all results based only on the first two (out of five) conjoint comparisons, assuming that people’s concentration was strongest at the beginning of the task. The findings are entirely robust (see Online Appendix C).

**Data and Estimation Strategy**

The survey was conducted by the social research company gfs.bern in both the French- and the German-speaking parts of Switzerland among a representative sample of Swiss citizens between March and June 2015 (after a pretest in February). The sample includes 1,873 fully completed interviews. Random sampling was done on the basis of the national telephone register, which indicates the first phone number an individual registered (mobile or landline number). Respondents were recruited via CATI (computer-assisted telephone interviewing) interviews in which they indicated their email address. They then received an email within 24 hours with an access code for the online survey. Respondents were reminded 3 times as needed (via email after 2 and after 3 weeks, and via telephone after 4 weeks). Our sampling strategy was based on quota for the region, age, and gender drawn from the national census. We chose to oversample respondents above 65 years because this age group usually has lower participation rates in online surveys. Table 3 shows sampling and response rates by region, age, and sex. Our overall response rate was 63%; it was highest among elderly men and lowest among young men and in the French-speaking part of Switzerland.

In the analyses, we account for remaining bias from survey response using weights created by iterative poststratification. The weights adjust for region, age, and gender (based on known population margins) and for party preference (based on the national election results). Following the empirical strategy of Hainmuller et al. (2014), we estimated the average marginal component effect (AMCE), which is the marginal effect of a specific level of a reform element averaged over all possible combination of levels of the other reform elements given their joint distribution. Because each level was randomly assigned, we were able to estimate the AMCEs using a simple linear regression of the following form, where every respondent (indexed as $i$) is presented with $K$ conjoint comparisons ($k$) and in each comparison chooses one of $J$ alternatives ($j$):
chosen_{ijk} = \theta_0 + \theta_1 \left[ \text{element1}_{ijk} = \text{level2} \right] + \theta_2 \left[ \text{element1}_{ijk} = \text{level3} \right] \\
+ \theta_3 \left[ \text{element2}_{ijk} = \text{level2} \right] + \theta_4 \left[ \text{element2}_{ijk} = \text{level3} \right] \\
+ \theta_5 \left[ \text{element3}_{ijk} = \text{level2} \right] + \theta_6 \left[ \text{element3}_{ijk} = \text{level3} \right] \\
+ \ldots + \epsilon_{ijk},

where \( \text{chosen}_{ijk} \) is coded as 1 if that hypothetical reform package was chosen and 0 otherwise. \( \text{[element3}_{ijk} = \text{level2}] \) and \( \text{[element3}_{ijk} = \text{level3}] \), for example, are dummy variables coded 1 if the reform element 3 (increase in age of retirement) took the respective level in the shown policy package and 0 otherwise. Level 1, the reference category, is always the status quo. Accordingly, \( \hat{\theta}_5 \) estimates the average difference in the probability of a package being chosen if it raises women’s retirement age by 1 year as compared with the status quo (retirement age = 65/65 years), with the average being computed over all possible combinations of levels of the other reform elements. The analysis of the conjoint data was done with the \textit{cjoint} package in the R language (Hainmueller et al., 2014). Clustered standard errors account for multiple pairwise ratings of reform packages by each respondent.

**Findings: Effects of Retrenchment and Compensation on Support**

Our first hypothesis (H1) states that compensation is effective in counterbalancing opposition against retrenchment. To gauge this effect empirically, we
examined the findings of the conjoint analysis for the full sample of respondents. Figure 1 first lists the three retrenchment elements of the reform package (cutbacks in benefit levels of second pillar pensions, cutbacks in widows’ pensions, and a higher retirement age) followed by the different compensating elements. The coefficients indicate for each level of a reform element the average change in the probability of supporting a reform package if the package includes the respective level instead of the baseline level (status quo). Negative coefficients indicate that a specific level would reduce overall support.

As expected, we see that pension retrenchment (pension cutbacks, lower widows’ pensions, and a general increase in the age of retirement) clearly, significantly, and sometimes massively reduces support for the reform. Raising women’s retirement age from 64 years to 65 years, by contrast, increases support for the overall reform. It seems that most voters do not perceive this change as retrenchment, but rather as a measure of updating/gender equalization. Hence, a first finding confirms that—even when presented in a reform package—retrenchment elements considerably lower the chances of the reform. Can expansive elements compensate for this loss of support? When we compare the average effects of different compensation strategies, we see that their effects differ strongly: Subsidies for the lower-income earners in favor of their possibility to retire early are a form of targeting compensation. In our sample, however, they do not increase the support for the entire reform significantly. Even though the coefficient is slightly positive, this reform element is not salient enough in the entire sample of respondents to reach significance. The same holds for the compensation via increased revenues from VAT (1.5%): a more massive tax increase (3%) reduces the chances of the reform package even more clearly. The compensation strategy that significantly increases support for the entire package in the full sample of respondents is recalibration: extending eligibility to second pillar pensions for low-income earners and part-time workers (mostly women) increases the probability of a reform being accepted by almost 5 percentage points. In other words, this compensation is able to counterbalance the cost of cutbacks (e.g., the lowering of second pillar pensions).^{14}

Alternatively, we can look at the effectiveness of compensation from a different perspective. Due to randomization of the levels, our design involves both reform packages that include only a small amount of retrenchment and some very painful packages that consist entirely of cutbacks. The underlying assumption of our design is that the overall support for a reform package decreases the more retrenching elements it includes. Put differently, as retrenchment implies lower expenditures, we would expect the popularity of a reform package to be negatively related to the savings potential of a reform. The real-world setting of our design allows for testing the validity of this
assumption. We computed the aggregate cost implications of all 486 hypothetical reform packages on the basis of the budgetary implications of the reform elements included (see Online Appendix B). Cost implications range from the most restrictive packages (only retrenchment, no compensation), which would lead to a 10.6% expenditure reduction (9.8 billion/year), to the most expansive ones (no cutbacks, only compensations), which would expand expenditures by 0.8% per year (0.8 billion/year). On the basis of the ranking variable (“how likely would you support this package in a referendum?”), the histogram in Figure 2 presents the distribution of acceptance rates (dichotomized ranking variable) for each of the 486 packages. As expected, the acceptance rate varies widely, with some unpopular combinations of reform

Figure 1. Effects of reform elements on support for the pension reform package. Estimates shown are changes in probability of supporting a pension reform that includes the specific level of a reform element, compared with a reform that includes the status quo. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. VAT = value-added tax.
elements only supported by 20% of respondents or less and some packages being supported by an overwhelming majority. The four foregrounded distributions (kernel densities) in Figure 2 take into account the available information on the savings potential of each reform element and demonstrate that more restrictive packages receive less popular support. To generate these distributions, we ranked the reform packages according to their saving potential (i.e., the severity of retrenchment) and split them into quartiles. The message is clear: the more retrenchment a package involves, the lower the share of respondents supporting it. However, an observable implication of our Hypothesis 1 (H1) is that we should also find retrenching reform packages (i.e., packages that imply a substantial decrease of government expenditures) that would receive a majority of votes despite the included cutbacks. This is indeed the case. Even among the second and third quartiles (retrenching pension expenditures by 2.3%-6.3% annually), we find that a substantial share of these reforms receive acceptance rates above 0.5, which means they would enjoy popular support of at least 50%. Reform packages that include very weak or no compensation (the fourth quartile), however, hardly ever gather majority support and thus would not stand a chance in a popular referendum. In terms of scope conditions, it is important to note that this finding holds for all respondents, irrespective of whether they agree with the premise that reform pressure is high, or that cutbacks are necessary.15

Hypothesis 2 (H2) suggests that lower-income people should respond particularly strongly to compensations that target their specific pension rights. Subsidies for early retirement are such a compensation, but the extension of the eligibility to second pillar pensions also has some (limited) traction for lower-income earners’ pensions. Accordingly, Figure 3 shows the conjoint findings for individuals living in lower-income households16 compared with higher-income classes.

We found that among lower-income earners, targeted subsidies indeed increase support for the reform by 5.7 percentage points, whereas the middle- and higher-income earners are basically indifferent toward these reform elements. However, even though the effect is significant among the lower-income earners, the difference between the income groups is not (see right panel of Figure 3; Online Appendix D provides the full list of coefficients).

A second form of compensation, recalibration, more strongly increases support for the reform packages among lower-income earners compared with higher-income groups. Again, the difference between the two subgroups is not significant. Hence, income as such does not seem to be a very strong predictor of the specific relative importance different compensations have for different groups. Attitudes among lower-income earners are not sufficiently distinct from those of higher-income groups to make such a claim.17
Differences are stronger when we compare active men and women (pensioners are excluded here because the cutbacks would not affect them) based on their relative material interests in the compensations offered. We suggested that if material interests drive the effectiveness of compensations, women should be more responsive to recalibration than men because the extension of eligibility to second pillar occupational pensions affects mostly women. About 85% of employed women in Switzerland work only part-time. Extending access to the second pillar as proposed by the government would have newly granted occupational pension rights to more than 150,000 women. Indeed, recalibration (extending eligibility for second pillar pensions) increased support for the reform significantly by 6.1 percentage points among women, while the effect was small and not significant for men (Figure 4). Unlike the difference between income groups, the difference between men and women with regard to recalibration was

**Figure 2.** Support for reform packages depending on cost implications. X axis: share of positive responses to the question: “If you had to vote on package X in a popular referendum, would you support the reform or reject it?” Lines: all hypothetical reform package combinations (total of 486) have been divided into quartiles, depending on their impact on the reduction of expenditures (retrenchment). The cutoff points of the four quartiles are expenditure cuts of 5.79 billion/year, 4.18 billion/year, and 2.07 billion/year. Cost implications are based on the official estimates as reported in Online Appendix B.
Figure 3. Effects of reform elements on support for the pension reform package by income. Estimates shown are changes in probability of supporting a pension reform that includes the specific level of a reform element, compared with a reform that includes the status quo. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. VAT = value-added tax.
significant (see Online Appendix D in the supplementary information). Overall, it appears that compensating women is particularly important for the success of reform because some of the gender-specific restrictive elements of the reform (e.g., lowering widows’ pensions, increasing women’s retirement age by 1 year) generate stronger resistance against the entire package among women than among men. Regarding the government proposal (Table 1), men oppose only pension cutbacks, which would affect them directly, while they are supportive of increasing women’s retirement age, and they are indifferent with regard to restricting widows’ pensions. Hence, it seems that among men, such a reform overall should generally have a better chance of being supported than among women. Indeed, the government seemed aware that women’s votes would have to be won in this process because it explicitly argued that as several of the cutbacks have greater impact on women than on men, women’s overall pension rights should be particularly improved in the second pillar. According to our results, this strategy is indeed effective: overall, among those women, who reject pension cutbacks explicitly, 25.5% of the reform packages that contain precisely such cutbacks would nevertheless receive majority support.

Finally, we tested partisanship as a determinant of the effectiveness of different compensation strategies. In all past referenda, it was the social Democrats and/or trade unions that launched the referenda against reforms and led the campaigns (of course, to win the referenda required far more votes than just those of the left-wing voters). Hence, for a government seeking to strengthen support for a reform, it seems particularly important to foster support among those on the left.

We suggested that retrenchment should reduce support more strongly among left-wing voters than among center-right voters; in addition, H4 posits that recalibration, targeting, and increased revenue should increase support for the reform among left voters more strongly than among center-right and far-right because they address long-standing claims that the left has raised regarding the expansion of old-age income security.

Figure 5 compares attitudes of left-wing voters (Green Party and Social Democrats) to those among voters of the moderate right (Christian Democrats and Liberals) and voters of the far right (Swiss People’s Party). The data in the right-hand panel show how significantly left-wing voters differ from moderate right voters. These parties are the main opponents in this policy field. The far-right party elites support retrenchment, but their voters do not, which is why the SVP tends to avoid the spotlight in the reform process. First, we found that pension retrenchment reduced the overall support for the reform among all voters (except for the equalization of the retirement age for men and women).

However, left-wing voters were indeed more skeptical of the more drastic retrenchment measures discussed: The difference among left-wing voters and the moderate right was significant regarding unbalanced benefit cuts and increasing the retirement age to 67 years.
Figure 4. Effects of reform elements on support for the pension reform package by gender. Estimates shown are changes in probability of supporting a pension reform that includes the specific level of a reform element, compared with a reform that includes the status quo. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. VAT = value-added tax.
In terms of compensation, we see exactly the pattern we would expect. Subsidies for the early retirement of low-wage earners (targeting), better occupational pensions for women (recalibration), and moderately higher revenues via VAT significantly and strongly increased the support for the entire reform package among left-wing voters (by 5-9 percentage points), whereas they did not among voters of either the far or the moderate right. Left-wing voters clearly respond more positively to compensations via targeting and recalibration than right-wing voters do. Hence, compensations make retrenchment acceptable among left-wing voters: 30.2% of all reform packages that included pension cutbacks still received majority support among those left voters who explicitly rejected precisely this measure in our survey (in a direct question about these cutbacks). In terms of a comparative assessment of the effectiveness of different compensation strategies, Table 4 provides the AMCEs of the different compensating elements for the various subgroups we have focused on. The coefficients in the cells are simply the coefficients shown in the above figures (95% confidence interval below). Regarding which compensation strategy works among which groups, two findings are particularly noteworthy: first, recalibration is most effective in generating support for the overall reform package among all subgroups. In other words: it is the most important compensating factor. Second, partisanship is a more forceful predictor of the effectiveness of compensations than socioeconomic conditions because all three compensation strategies have the most traction among left-wing voters.

**Robustness Checks**

Conjoint surveys are generally cognitively demanding for respondents because they are asked to evaluate several elements in combination and beyond that to compare one combination of elements to another combination. Hence, there are several concerns regarding the validity and robustness of our findings that we want to address directly. In terms of internal validity, one question is whether conjoint evaluations are answered randomly when respondents become tired of the complex task. In addition, the specific formulation of reform options (i.e., levels) may affect how respondents understand and evaluate the packages. On top of this, problems of sampling and survey design (we used a CATI recruitment of respondents) may affect the internal validity of the findings. When it comes to concerns about external validity, the choice and specification of the reform elements (and their levels) can be questioned. As we have one particular instance of a targeting or recalibrating reform element, can we draw conclusions about the effectiveness of recalibration in general or only about this specific kind of recalibration? Furthermore, we fielded the survey at a specific point in time in terms of the public debate in the media
Figure 5. Effects of reform elements on support for the pension reform by party affiliation.
Estimates shown are changes in probability of supporting a pension reform that includes the specific level of a reform element, compared with a reform that includes the status quo. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. VAT = value-added tax.
about the ongoing reform. The relative importance respondents attributed to the different reform elements may, therefore, have been situational and reflected a snapshot of the debate as covered by the media. Finally, one may wonder if the findings only hold for highly sophisticated, well-informed citizens (which raises concerns about both internal and external validity).

We addressed these legitimate concerns via a series of robustness checks. First, we addressed concerns about the effect of respondent fatigue by estimating the key findings on the basis of the first two conjoint comparisons only. The findings are entirely consistent (see Online Appendix C in the supplementary information), indicating that those respondents who engaged with the task, maintained their attention for all five conjoint pairs. This positive finding is also confirmed by an evaluation of time stamps (the time respondents spent on each pairwise comparison) and of dropouts during the conjoint task. Both evaluations show that respondents engaged in all five comparisons seriously and that once they decided to engage with the task they followed through. Only 5.4% of the respondents dropped out by the start of the conjoint task, which is the first task in the overall survey.

Second, we repeated a very similar, but not identical, survey about the same pension reform with a new sample about 1 year after the first fieldwork was completed. This second survey differed in the following respects: (a) In terms of
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<td></td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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Statistically significant estimators are highlighted. VAT = value-added tax.
sampling strategy, for the first survey we recruited respondents based on the register of Swiss landline phone numbers via CATI, but for the second survey, the sample was based on the official statistical register of the Swiss population and respondents were invited via letter. (b) We changed one of the six reform elements of the survey because the targeting element of the first government proposal (subsidizing early retirement) was changed in the parliamentary debates to an alternative targeting element (increasing basic pensions by a certain amount per month). This allowed us to test the robustness of the component effect depending on the particular kind of targeting compensation. (c) We slightly adapted the formulation of the levels to reflect the evolving policy proposal. This adaptation allowed us to check the robustness of the findings to slight changes in the formulation of levels. (d) Because the second survey was fielded more than a year after the first one, the context in terms of public debate on the reform had changed. Although the reform proposal was not yet in parliament in 2015 (hence the public debate in the media had just started), it was more heavily discussed in the media in mid-2016 (i.e., at the time of the second survey) because the process was then in the middle of parliamentary debates. Thus, we can evaluate whether our findings are robust in light of changes in the public opinion context. Online Appendix E provides information about the findings of this second survey. The overall picture is very clear: The findings are robust to the changes in sampling, survey design, and context. Comparing the findings of the two surveys, we see an almost identical pattern: retrenchment of second pillar pensions is highly unpopular, especially, if it is not balanced with higher contribution payments. Also, a general increase in the age of retirement and restrictions of widows’ pensions negatively affect support for the overall package. The finding on recalibrating reform elements is also robust: Extending eligibility to low-income and part-time workers significantly increases popular support for the reform (the coefficient for extending eligibility for part-time workers alone is also positive, but not significant). We also confirm that women and left-wing voters support recalibration more strongly than men and right-wing voters. Finally, as in the first survey, increasing revenues through VAT increases support only among left-wing voters. These findings are robust to slightly different formulations of the levels.

The only difference we found concerns targeting. While targeting compensation (subsidizing early retirement for lower-income earners) increased support for the reform in 2015 (first wave) among left-wing voters but not among any other group, the targeting of compensation included in the 2016 is more effective (and much more generous). In 2016, the upper chamber of parliament proposed to increase basic pension levels by a fixed amount per month for all recipients. Despite being a universalistic measure, this change would benefit lower-income earners most (which is why we still qualify it as targeting) as the basic pensions are highly redistributive. This compensation measure increases support significantly in the overall sample, among left-wing voters, women, and lower-income earners. These findings suggests that
targeting may not be a less effective compensation strategy than recalibration overall, but its effect depends on the specific measures proposed.

Finally, Online Appendix F explains how we tested whether the results differ between unsophisticated and sophisticated voters. We define sophisticated voters as those with tertiary education. This item measures above all the “ability”-aspect of political sophistication, which is distinct from, but related to the motivational and informational aspects of sophistication (Luskin, 1990). Because we are interested here in the performance of respondents in the complex conjoint task, the ability dimension of sophistication is relevant. First, we wanted to see if respondents with different levels of education were equally consistent in performing the conjoint task. For this, we estimated the AMCEs for three different splits of the five paired comparisons and for low- and highly educated respondents separately. We then correlated the AMCEs of the first two (or three) comparisons with the AMCEs of the second set of comparisons. Because the distribution of respondents with and without tertiary education is highly skewed in our sample (about one third with tertiary education and two thirds without), we drew 1,000 repeated random samples and compared the average of computed correlation measures. All comparisons showed that less sophisticated respondents had performed the task just as consistently as more sophisticated respondents. Beyond this, Table 6 in Online Appendix D also shows that the findings are robust for a simple control for tertiary education. Moreover, we tested whether more and less educated respondents had answered the conjoint tasks consistently with direct, simple survey questions about specific reform elements. Our survey contains three direct questions about reform elements that correspond directly to conjoint levels. Hence, we correlated the individual-level answers respondents gave on these direct questions (Likert-type scales, 1-4) with the individual-level AMCEs, estimated on the basis of the 10 conjoint packages each respondent had evaluated, again for 1,000 randomly drawn samples of high- and low-educated respondents. Several estimators of correlation (see Online Appendix F.2) clearly indicate that while the more highly educated respondents are—as expected—somewhat more coherent in their answers, the coherence between the two groups never differs significantly. Based on all these tests, we feel confident that the conjoint task was understood and performed well by both more sophisticated and less sophisticated respondents.

Conclusion

The question of under what conditions welfare states can be reformed in times of austerity has become crucial in research on welfare politics. Compensation as a strategy to foster support for reform is one of the key explanations. Compensation presents (parts of) the opponents with a trade-off: While they
may reject certain elements of a reform, they are interested in securing other elements. Conjoint analysis is able to capture precisely the microlevel mechanisms of evaluating trade-offs. It allows us to answer empirically a range of crucial research questions regarding the politics of compensation: Are there policy reform packages that receive majority support when combining retrenchment and compensation? Which compensation strategies are most effective? And what factors determine the effectiveness of different kinds of compensation among particular social groups?

On the basis of our original survey of 1,873 Swiss voters, we have shown that the retrenchment of existing benefit levels is indeed highly unpopular. About 60% of respondents consider lower pension benefits unacceptable. Even when retrenchment is embedded in a wider, more balanced reform package, it has a clear negative effect on the acceptance of the reform. More concretely, lowering pension benefit levels in the occupational pension pillar reduces the probability of a reform being accepted in a direct democratic referendum by 5 to 10 percentage points (the AMCE), compared with a reform proposal that retains the status quo in terms of benefit levels. This reflects the “cost” in terms of public opinion that compensation needs to counterbalance. Different compensation strategies are able to counterbalance this negative effect on reform support. Adapting the architecture of the pension system to new social risks (recalibration) has the strongest and most consistent positive effect on reform support: it increases the chances of a reform being accepted significantly by about 5 percentage points in the full sample and by about 6 to 8 percentage points among the main beneficiaries (women and lower-income earners). Expansion for lower-income earners (targeting) has a more variable effect: when it comes in the form of subsidies for early retirement, it does not increase the support for a reform significantly among the entire population, but only among the main beneficiaries (low-income earners). Targeting is more effective when designed more widely (i.e., in the form of generally higher basic pensions).

However, our findings also show that material conditions only take us so far in explaining citizens’ responses to compensation. Partisanship has stronger effects in predicting citizens’ responses. Compensation has clear and positive effects among voters of the left: both targeting and recalibration increase the probability of a reform package being accepted by about 7 and 9 percentage points, respectively. Increasing revenues (from VAT) adds about 5 percentage points of support. This is an important finding, given the fact that it is usually the left that organizes opposition against pension cutbacks. It implies that if the compensation elements in the reform proposal divide the left-wing opposition, the chances of the reform increase.

These findings obviously have important implications for the reform capacity of mature welfare states in an era of permanent financial constraint.
Not only do they show that broad reform packages are more likely to gather sufficient support than narrow reform proposals, but they also confirm that structural and institutional constraints are not deterministic. Rather, agency and politics matter: governments do have ample room for maneuvering to tailor compensations to the relevant opposition groups.

These implications matter beyond the case of pension reform in Switzerland. In terms of scope conditions and external validity, we need to reflect on the extent to which these findings travel beyond the country and policy field. Regarding the country-context, we contend that our results do bear relevance for other power-sharing democracies for several reasons: first, the scenario of a reform proposal that cuts back on pension expenditure while such cutbacks are massively unpopular in the public is highly similar to reform contexts across mature welfare states. The same goes for the political left as the most likely and capable actor of mobilizing political opposition against such reform. Furthermore, Switzerland provides an ideal case to study the effectiveness of compensation, because major pension reforms are usually subject to a direct democratic popular vote. Over the past 25 years, no less than seven such referenda dealt with pension reform. This provides for a highly realistic setting for our survey experiment, as the task we ask respondents to perform is very close to a real-world task. We also contend that this institutional specificity does not generally limit the relevance of our findings beyond Switzerland (even though other countries may not usually have referenda on pension reforms), because citizens can and do protest pension cutbacks via other channels, such as demonstrations or strikes. We also made a specific effort (via media analysis and expert validation) to ensure that the reform elements we included in the conjoint experiments were all highly visible, politicized and understood in the public. Hence, we are confident that they would also give rise to public debates in other contexts. Various pretests and robustness checks confirmed that all respondents, not only the most well-informed or sophisticated ones, did understand the task at hand. Hence, we feel confident that our findings do bear relevance to pension reform beyond Switzerland.

A second potential scope condition relates to the perception of fiscal constraint and a trade-off scenario among respondents, that is, whether they agree with the basic assumption that pure expansion is not a viable reform option. If only those respondents who subscribe to such a fiscal constraint were susceptible to compensation, this would limit the validity of our findings to a subgroup of the population. This subgroup is small in Switzerland (about 12% only), but may be larger elsewhere. We were able to test this condition empirically and found that compensation enhances support for the reform even among those citizens who think that retrenchment pressure is not high. Hence, we feel confident that our findings matter also in contexts where the basic need for a reform is more contested than in Switzerland.
Finally, one may ask if our findings bear any relevance beyond old age pensions as a policy field. We do acknowledge that pension policy is the prime example of a field in which cutbacks are broadly and strongly contested and where compensation is both necessary and possible. Where risks are more concentrated and hence cutbacks affect smaller segments of the population (e.g., unemployment reform), compensation may be both less necessary politically and less effective, because fewer people perceive a direct material interest in them. And in areas where cutbacks are less directly visible to the public (possibly in health), compensation may also be less relevant. However, this is an empirical question that we could not test in the scope of this study. Similarly, the relative effectiveness of recalibration, targeting, and increasing revenues as alternative compensation strategies may depend both on the context in which they resonate, and on the precise design. We found that targeting is more effective when it affects basic pension generosity than when it addresses specific needs. Hence, further research may add to our understanding of the conditions that shape the effectiveness of different compensation strategies.

Beyond the specific findings of this study on compensation and reform capacity, we want to emphasize the potential and usefulness of conjoint analysis for the study of current welfare politics. We see four main assets of conjoint analysis. First, almost all current research on welfare state change relies on theoretical arguments involving individual-level preferences and public opinion as key mechanisms in political dynamics. However, we know from survey research that when asked directly, most people tend to support generous welfare spending in all areas, just as they support low tax levels (which is why we have such skewed distributions in general survey questions on the welfare state). It is hard to add constraints to such questions in a way that reveals narrower preferences and increases variance. Conjoint analysis allows for modeling realistic constraints directly.

Second, introducing such realistic constraints is particularly important in current welfare state research because most of our theoretical arguments actually rely on assumptions regarding policy priorities rather than policy position. Almost all respondents reject pension retrenchment, but this retrenchment does not have the same importance for all respondents. Priorities have become highly relevant politically because the context of contemporary welfare politics resembles a zero-sum distributive game in which gains for some social groups come at the expense of other groups. In this context, conjoint analysis provides us with a tool to conceptualize and measure the relative importance of multiple desirable goals. It, therefore, has tremendous potential for applications in welfare state research way beyond the question of retrenchment and reform capacity.
Third, conjoint analysis is an experimental survey technique. Its strength, therefore, naturally lies more in internal validity than in external validity. However, we have reason to think that conjoint analysis provides more external validity than traditional survey experiments (Hainmueller et al., 2014, p. 27) because conjoint pairs can be designed in a highly realistic way and may, therefore, capture actual opinion-formation processes more adequately than traditional surveys that tend to place respondents in a more artificial situation. In the real world, citizens evaluate policy packages when deciding about their support for a reform, a government, or a party. Hence, conjoint surveys may actually achieve more external validity than traditional surveys.

Finally, and because of the realistic decision-making situation conjoint analysis can create for respondents, the policy relevance of our empirical findings may be higher than in traditional survey research that is unable to capture the complexity and multidimensionality of the decisions at hand.

One of the downsides of conjoint analysis, however, is that the findings may not be very robust because they depend on the precise choice and wording of the elements and levels, and they may depend on the current public debate (i.e., they reflect momentary snapshots of the public debate rather than stable preferences).

In our study, we were able to contain these problems via a robustness survey testing similar but not identical reform elements/levels, which was fielded roughly 1 year after the first data collection. However, future researchers may want to go beyond this by theorizing and explicitly testing the context effect of public debates on the relative importance citizens attribute to particular compensations via either longitudinal or comparative designs.
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Notes
1. In the ISSP 2006 comparative survey data, less than 10% of respondents in all European countries supported the statement that the “state should spend less or much less” on old age pensions.
2. Respondents were asked how they would prefer to consolidate pension finances: (a) by balancing retrenchment and increased revenues, (b) primarily through cutbacks, as higher taxes are not acceptable, or (c) primarily through higher revenues as lower benefits are not acceptable. Over 60% of all respondents chose the answer (c).
3. Switzerland has a typical continental (Palier, 2010) pension system based on earnings-related social insurance. This overall architecture benefits those with continuous employment biographies and those in the middle- to upper-income classes, which is why old-age poverty risks are significantly higher for lower-income classes as well as women.
4. Two referenda against pension cutbacks in 2003 and 2010 were launched by the left and successfully blocked reforms. In the fall of 2017, the radical wing of the Swiss left also fought against the current reform in the referendum campaign because it was fiscally conservative thereby joining in an “unholy alliance” with right-wing liberal actors who thought that compensation had gone too far. Together, this alliance against the reform defied the proposal in the referendum with 53% of the votes.
5. In Switzerland, this would only be a narrow restriction to our argument as only 12.1% of our respondents agree with the statement that “Reform pressure is exaggerated. Cutbacks are not necessary,” whereas 88% deem cutbacks “necessary” or “urgently necessary.”
6. Referenda on reforms of laws are optional in Switzerland. If opponents of the reform manage to collect 50,000 signatures in 100 days, the reform will be voted on. Despite not being mandatory, major social policy reforms are almost always subject to a referendum.
7. The Swiss pension system provides opportunities for all three strategies of compensation: the first pillar (AHV) provides universal, redistributive basic public pensions. By contrast, the second pillar provides occupational pensions on a strictly actuarial basis (social insurance). Hence, while the first pillar provides ample opportunities for targeting compensations, the Achilles heel of the
second pillar typically is a bias against female employment biographies, which brings a demand for recalibration to the agenda. Because part of the first pillar is financed via VAT (value-added tax), this provides leeway for increasing revenues.

8. In our experiment, various combinations of levels are possible. The design could exclude certain combinations that are impossible or unlikely (at the cost of the benefits of randomization); however, we decided not to exclude any combinations, because all packages are politically possible. The only restriction we imposed prevented the display of two exactly identical packages.

9. To prepare respondents for their task, the survey questionnaire started with multiple screens that explained the overall structure of the pension system and the context of the reform as well as the meaning of the reform elements.

10. FOEG is the Forschungsinstitut Oeffentlichkeit und Gesellschaft at University of Zurich.

11. The exclusion of the Italian-speaking canton of Ticino from this survey was based on purely pragmatic, cost-related consideration. Its inclusion in the second robustness-survey 1 year later (see “Robustness Checks” section) showed no impact on the findings.

12. We used a uniform distribution, see Note 8.

13. Note the difference between conjoint analysis and the average treatment effect (ATE)—the expected difference in response between treated and untreated—in standard survey experiments: Common survey experiments identify the causal effects of the treatment as a whole, that is, we cannot know which element of the treatment produced the effect, if the experimental manipulation included several attributes (Hainmueller, Hopkins, & Yamamoto, 2014). Conjoint experiments are designed to study multidimensional decision making: they allow us to identify the causal effects of the different components of a treatment. The estimated parameter, the AMCE (average marginal component effect), differs from the ATE in common survey experiments insofar as it measures the marginal effect of each treatment component, in our case the levels—or the changes from the status quo—independently of the configuration of the other components (Hainmueller et al., 2014).

14. One may argue that the idea of compensation presupposes that expansive elements are presented in combination with retrenchment. As all level combinations are possible, we also have packages that are purely expansive in our sample. To test for robustness, we calculated the findings based on a subsample of hypothetical packages that includes only those reforms that contain any kind of retrenchment. The findings are robust (see Online Appendix C).

15. Our survey includes an item measuring perceived reform pressure. Respondents were asked “How do you perceive the reform pressure in Swiss old age pension system? How urgent are restrictive reforms?” and they could agree to one of the following statements: (a) “Restrictive reforms are necessary and urgent. Demographic aging is an immediate threat to the stability of Swiss old age security.” (b) “Restrictive reforms are necessary, but the situation is not dramatic. The challenge of demographic aging can be handled financially via appropriate reforms.” (c) “Reform pressure is exaggerated. Cutbacks are not necessary.” Only
12% agreed with the last statement, whereas about 55% agreed with the middle category and about one third of the respondents agreed that reform pressure was high and urgent. This item allowed us to test whether our argument on the effectiveness of compensation holds only among those who accept the premise of reform pressure, whereas the others might be immune to any compensation. The pattern shown in Figure 2 holds for all categories of respondents, even those who perceive low reform pressure. This provides evidence that our findings hold on a very broad basis.

16. We define lower-income individuals as those living in households with a combined income of below 6,000 CHF/month. This corresponds to the median individual income in Switzerland and represents 1.5 times the threshold the government defined for individuals to be eligible for subsidies for early retirement. Pensioners are excluded because their pensions would not be affected by the compensations.

17. Nevertheless, of course, compensations do work among this group: 27.5% of reform packages that include pension cutbacks in the second pillar still receive majority support among lower-income individuals who explicitly reject such cutbacks if they include recalibration measures. However, this pattern is not distinctive enough to support income as a determinant of compensation effectiveness.
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